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5/24/13 General Comments
This article was also on zerohedge.com today and I thought it was important enough to copy here.
Plus it can explain the situation much better than I. There is a lot of “ghost collateral” out there and you can be sure
that the banks will fight this tooth and nail. However, as it says at the end of the article, a drop in confidence is
enough to spark problems for the whole system. The tiny tip of the iceberg was MF Global.
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Europe Opens $80 Trillion Shadow Banking Pandora’s Box: Will Seek To Collapse
Repo “Collateral Chains”
In what may be the most important story of the day, or maybe year, for a world in which there already is an $11
trillion shortfall in high-quality collateral (and declining every day courtesy of Ben’s monetization of Treasury
paper) so needed to support the deposit-free liability structures of the shadow banking system (as most recently
explained here), Bloomberg has just reported that Europe may begin a crackdown on that most important credit
money conduit: the $80 trillion+ global shadow banking system, by effectively collapsing collateral chains, and
by making wanton asset rehypothecation a thing of the past, permitted only with express prior permission,
which obviously will never come: who in their right mind would allow a bank to repledge an asset which may
be lost as part of the counterparty carnage should said bank pull a Lehman. The result of this, should it be taken
to completion, would be pervasive liquidations as countless collateral chain margin calls spread, counterparty
risk soars all over again, and as the scramble to obtain the true underlying assets finally begins.
From Bloomberg:
Banks and brokers face a clampdown on using assets they hold for clients as collateral for their own
trades as part of European Union moves to bolster market stability and rein in shadow banking.

The European Commission is weighing whether firms should have to obtain formal consent from their clients
before being allowed to reuse assets to back other trades, according to a document obtained by Bloomberg
News. The consent would be enshrined in a “contractual agreement” between the parties.

The handing over of collateral is an integral part of repurchase agreements, or repos — one of the activities
under review by global regulators as part of their efforts to regulate shadow banking. The reuse of clients’
assets poses a potential threat to financial stability should one of a chain of firms that handled the
securities go bankrupt, according to the document prepared by commission officials and dated May 15.
Uncertainty about who holds an asset can fuel panic in times of market stress, according to the paper.

“Complex” chains of collateral can make it difficult for investors to “identify who owns what, where risk
is concentrated and who is exposed to whom,” according to the document. “This has consequences for
transparency and financial stability.”

Under the plans being weighed by the commission, banks and brokers holding securities for clients wouldn’t be
allowed to reuse the assets for trading on their own account — speculation on the markets aimed solely at
boosting their own revenues, according to the document.

…

The Financial Stability Board has estimated that the global shadow-banking system was worth $67 trillion in
2011, with EU-based activities accounting for about $31 trillion.
Here’s the kicker: collateral chains collapse on their own when confidence and faith in the financial system is
evapoarting. This is usually manifested in soaring variation margin, and demand for delivery of collateral
(which having been pledged at 10 or more different places just doesn’t actually exist).
In other words, the last thing Europe needs is to force the aftereffect of a plunge in systemic confidence to be
imposed upon the market participants! And yet, it is doing just that.

In other words, just as we have been warning for the past four years, Europe may pull the switch on its own
electric chair. Among others, read:





“The Scramble For US Safety, As Europe Imploded, Offset The $357 Billion Plunge In Q3 Shadow Banking“
“Shadow Rehypothecation, Infinite Leverage, And Why Breaking The Tyranny Of Ignorance Is The Only Solution“
“Why The UK Trail Of The MF Global Collapse May Have “Apocalyptic” Consequences For The Eurozone,
Canadian Banks, Jefferies And Everyone Else“.

Finally, read Kyle Bass’ own thoughts on the matter: Presenting Kyle Bass’ Analysis On Shortening Collateral
Chains; Or The Gradual Evisceration Of Shadow Banking
Hayman Capital Letter Dec 14

Crude Oil:

July crude is still in the middle of the range. I am waiting for a rally to the area just above $99 to sell.

Corn & Soybeans: Seems to be typical position squaring ahead of the long weekend. The basic story remains the same
with shortage of old crop. The July beans could look like a reversal and the July corn could look like a bear flag (gap
above at 6.76) but the short old crop story will probably take hold again unless there are some weather problems.
I think the biggest stumbling block for the new crop grains is continued strength of the dollar and competitors with
cheaper product.
Cattle: In the last letter I said I wanted to be a buyer of cattle sometime between last letter and June 1st. The market
has been sold down a lot and today’s action maybe just like grains, position squaring before a long weekend. The charts
don’t convince me yet that we have seen the bottom, so I have to wait for a good signal.
Gold & Silver: I still believe we are seeing deflation, but the article I printed above could portend short covering of the
metals, if indeed the banks have been short as many believe. I am told that they lease the metal (I assume using their
customer’s capital) then sell it and use the cash for buying stocks or some other “investment”. If they have to unwind
the trade, well you understand. Although I am not friendly gold right now, I am hesitant to sell because of the article.
Stock Index & Treasuries: Japanese bonds are (in my opinion) an indicator of what could happen in Europe and here.
Our bond market looks as if it has topped, but it will still give you opportunities to sell. Smart money doesn’t want to
fade the Fed, but smart money has been known to be wrong before. Why, even the Fed has been known to be wrong.
If, as I suggest, the bond market (good bonds and junk) is topping, can the stock market be far behind. Seems to be a
chicken or egg question, but the end result is the same.
Good Trading
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